Invited talk presented at liThe4th International Conference on Recent Progress .iñ 1anyzBody Theories, "San Francisco, California, USA; 12-17 August 1985. In this paper we review the coupled cluster formulation of quantum many-body theory. Apart from a brief and heuristic, but essentially complete, discussion of 8 the by now rather standard tr-eatments of both ground and excited states within the 2 coupled cluster method (CeM), our main aim is to.give a rather careful critique of the various choices that have to be made in order to implement .the method. These lS--·divide essentially into two classes. On the one hand we have the inputs to the method, 11 which amount largely to.a choice.of starting (or zero-order or model or uncorrelated) wayefunctions; while on the other hand we have the choice of decomposition of thẽ equations into a natural hierarchy, and which amounts in practice to a particular approximation or truncati on scheme. We shall show expl tc+t ly .that whil e these two
13
---choices are in principle independent of each other, in practice they are intimately 14 connected. It is clear that in practice.·particular choices must depend not only on _ ... ' the individual physical system but also on which of its possible phases is under study.
Of particular interest to us here is to what extent the CCM and its various star-:
16 ting and truncation scheme choices can be turned into a universal machine. That is, .. we are interested in how far the coupled cluster methodology can be made complete and '..: .. -sel.f'-cons istent, to the extent both of iterating the CCM{ with given initi aI choi ces 12 to implement it) to gener~te better or more app~opriate (for a given phase of a given system) wavefunctions and truncation schemes, and of generating aU possible phases '" '.ofa given system without prior knowledge of them.~ve illustrate our discussion by considering the problem of generalized pairing within a many-fermion system as an 
COU~LED CLUSTER METHODOLOGY FOR THE 'GROUND STATE I
We consider a system of N identical fermions whose mechanics is governed by the nonrelativistic Schr~dinger equation with a hamiltonian H that comprises a sum 2o__ of one-body (kinetic energy) terms, two-body ;nteracti on potent; aI terms, and in general also three-(and more) body potential terms. _physical systems where a linear superposition of several Slater determinants might appear to be a "bette.r" starting wavefunction, or indeed ·where no such superposition 15 .
---of Slater determinants seems a priori intuitively reasonable. One of our main aims 16 is a critical discussion of such intuitive ideas, when more rigorously formulated). In second-quantized form, the operators Sn may be expressed as,
;.:;.
-. where we have used the notation Iv 1 ••• "n> :: Iv 1 >...I"n> is the ordered (non-anti-'2~symmetrized) direct product state. Equation (3) expresses the fact that the Sn are n-particle/n-hole correlation operators, which as far as Eq. (1) is concerned have ?, .
-·-non-vanishing matrix elements only for creating n particle and n hole states on ?:.:: top of I~>•. In other words, the operators Sn· have vanishing matrix elements, <•.
• " •.
• IS I ... > = 0, for re-filling any of the n holes first created in Ict».
n .
3 -The real content of the exponential form of the wavefunction I'¥> given in Eq. (1) is that the matrix elements of the operators S in Eq. (3) are connected. Thus, n for example, S6 contains no pieces which describe the behaviour of ·two independent :0 (or disconnected) 3-particle/3-hole excitations from 1~>. A rather complete heuristic and pedagogical interpretation (and derivation) of the exponential form of the wave-2:' function in Eq. (1) has been given elsewhere recently,l and will not be repeated here. (5) which involves the nested commutators of H once with S an arbitrary number of E, ---times. For a given N-fermion hamiltonian containing no higher than, say, k-body € interaction potentials, one readily sees that the otherwise infinite expansion (5) actually terminates at the term involving at most 2k S-operators. When each S-operator is in turn expanded .into its n-body pieces Sn from Eq. (1), the mutual commutativity_ _ of these pieces (as immediately implied by Eq , _(3» then guarantees that all remaining c) "
-terms are "connected" or "l inked'' to the hamiltonian. This has the effect of by-passing ..;~_ the usual "s tze-cons i stency prob lem", That t s , all (macroscopic) terms which scale like N or some finite positive power of N, are eliminated from the otherwise micro-
-'--scopic equations, with the exception only of those terms that contribute to the energy 11 E itself to yield equality with the right-hand side of Eq. (4). Finally, Eq. (4) is decomposed by projecting it onto either the model state I~> -or onto those n-particle/n-hole states, ;1 are fully equivalent to the original N-body Schrodinger equation and are just a (truly microscopic) cluster decomposition of it. Further evaluation of Eqs. (7) is -straightforward although algebraically tedious. Explicit derivations for the cases n = 1 and 2 have been given,2 and for further details and applications the reader is -directed to recent review articles. 3 -6 We remark finally that the only places where one needs to inject physical intu-__ ition into practical applications of the formalism are choices for (i) the Slater" determinant I~>, and (ii) the approximation scheme to truncate the coupled set of +r--
r :
of any results on 141> should be weak. This in-turn can be used as an internal con-'-' -sistency check on the quality of the resul ts , Intuitively we may feel that the "closer u is 141> to the exact I'¥>~'and corr-2 .
-espondingly the "smaller" is the correlation operator S, the better is that choice. for 141> likely to be at a given level of approximation. Alternatively, we may intuit 'j . that if I~> shares the same underlying symmetries or breaks the same symmetries as -'--the exact I'¥>, the better is it likely to be. It is c lear that both of these 'state-: 5 ments depend critically not only on the system under consideration but also on which particular phase is stable for given values of·the adjustable parameters. As we havẽ already tndicated , herein lies the rub, since one of our principal goals is not only 7 to derive the various regions of stability but also the various phases themselves. Before returning to this crucial point however we pursue each of these two intuitivẽ l ines of thought further.
The first idea has been formulated and quantified by Kilmme1 7 as the maximum over-
to be implemented by varying I~'> over all Slater determinants for fixed I~>;s the maximizing wavefunction, the well-known theorem of Thouless that any other 141'>in the vicinity of (and hence not orthogonal to) I~> representation I~'> = exp(Tl)I~>, (8) ., -: 1_1_which is
13
.ensures has the (9) 14 , where Tl is a l-particle/l-hole excitation operator of s~m;lar form to S~of Eq. (3) . (The Thoulesstheorem similarly shows that the Sl operator in Eq. '(1) plays the 16 special role of permitting us to shift from one arbitrary s.p. basis to another). The functional J of Eq. (8) is then maximized by expanding it in powers of the matrix ---, F_, __elements <pITllv> out to second order. The necessary (extremal) condition is then .
that the first order variation should vanish. One can readily show that this leads to the result, '" tion is exact and defines a generalization of the HF orbitals. 23 We note that the condition (10) is only a necessary condition. There is also a sufficiency condition which comes from the second order variation with respect to the ,') .
-elements <pITllv>, and which ensures that~he extremum is indeed a maximum rather To date this approach has scarcely been utilised in practice, 2--but we believe that potentially its use could be of great importance in our search 10 for a "universal ity programme" for the CCM.
In practice a shape or phase transition a~envisaged above is likely to be accol--'--mpaniedby some change of symmetry of I~>. This is intimately connected with our~s econd intuitive point above --that a good I~> should,share the same underlying synmetr+es as I~>. These will in turn depend on the phase under consideration. Thus-.u.. in infinite systems we can define (at least) the four different types of phase: solid,' fluid, superfluid, and clustered. Generally we have no a priori knowledge of which 14 .--phase is the true g.s. for given system parameters {A}, and some explicit or implicit '1?__ assumption is usually made. For example, nos tce lculat tons on nuclear matter impose from the outset that the true g.s. is expected to be homogeneous (fluid), and hence "!. §---use plane waves as the s.p. basis. On the otherjtand, such a Slater determinant I~>'" 17 of plane waves makes much less obvious sense as a starting wavefunction for the solid
phase. For this case one imagines that the correlations would now be much larger and, i~--worse, since the solid phase has long-range order that correlations Sn with very 1arge values of n miqht be needed.
--
In practice one could imagine putting the g.s. CCM into effect for a range of 2g starting wavefunctions I~>, each of which is tailored to a particular phase, guessed beforehand as being possible, and calculating the g.s. energy for each. We might then
---hope that at some {A} the (approximate)' calculation on phase A (built on some'
. c
'22 __ I~A» should exhibit instabiUty against another approximate calculation for phase B.
However there is simply no compelling theoretical reason why this must occur, even 'l'J ''''-'--when the separate calculation gives noticeably lower energy for phase B. (Against this pessimistic view however is some pragmatic evidence obtained for the electron gas,8 within the CCM based on a It>· built of plane waves, where at low densities ';'---definitesigns of a phase transition to crystallization are observed.)
In most cases, the states I~> wi 11 violate some symmetries of the exact I~> which can certainly be restored with an exact S of the form of Eq. (1), but not --the CCMequations with a single eigenfunction form for
14».
A famous example is thẽ :.. __BCS wavefuncti on which gi ves a successful zero-order account of superconducti vity but which violates particle number conservation.
Ultimately however we do require a knowledge about all possible phases of a given , system, and it is of crucial importance to search systematically for these. We return to this pOint after a discussion of the excited-state (e.s.) CCM. Sm .operators with m) n are set to zero, and the remaining n coupled equations (7) are solved as exactly as possible. This 17 approach has been described fully elsewhere,2 and has met with great success in applications to the electron gas B and in quantum chemistry, for example.
"Alternatively, the so-called Bochum (or x ) truncation scheme has been successfully " n '
applied· where the interparticle forces contain a very strong repulsive core as in ---nuclear physics. 3 The guiding principle here is that the particles must stay largely --the. reader to the literature.
·~2
It is however still true that some guesswork is needed at this stage to tailor an approximation scheme to a particular H~nd 14».
The present state of the art ""~--is that there is now a considerable body of experience on which to draw for a wide :'1· variety of systems. It is however likely that new (and perhaps more sophisticated) approximations will be needed to treat more complex or more subtle problems. There f.:2-will always in this context be a competition between the complexity of 14» on thẽ :> one hand and the sophistication of the approximation scheme on the other. Thus, any shortcomi ngs in the one can be compensated by the other.
We return to thi-s poi nt 1ater. We note for the moment only that for any application, there are always two internal -: --consistency checks, namely: (n that the dependence of the results on the parameters " of 1<%1>for a given approximation should be weak; and (f t ) that, for a given \<%1>, :!. .
• .
--·-the results should (rapidly) converge as one moves to higher levels of approximatioñ within a given truncation scheme. (7), it is convenient first to ( 14) where w!}, is the "excitation energy", with its g.s. counterpart (4), to give 21 (15 ) in which form the g.s. energy E does not appear. Finally by projection onto the n-partic1e/n~hole states of Eq. (6), the e.s. counterparts of the g.s. Eqs. (7) practice Eqs. (16) have to be truncated, just like Eqs. (7), and the problem of compatible approximation schemes between the g.s. ande.s. formalisms arises, and has been discussed e1sewhere. 
CORRELATED PAIRS AS DE-EXCITED STATES
There are essenti allytwo different types of (bound) composite bosons that can occur in a system of many identical fermions. ll Type I comprise an even number of particles or an even number of their corresponding holes; while Type II comprise bound complexes of particle-hole pairs. Examples' of Type I are 4He atoms and Cooper pairs; and of Type II are phonons, excitons and the giant resonances in nuclei. The Bose condensation of Type I complexes such as Cooper pairs is accompanied by offdiagonal long-range order in coordinate space and the appearance of a superfluid-1ike phase. The Bose condensation of Type II~omplexes, by contrast, leads to diagonal .
long-range order in coordinate space. Examples of Type II condensation are the excitons in photoexcited semiconductors which lead to the excitontc phase, and the phonons in a crystal which can condense into a single mode and give rise,to a distortive phase transition of the crystal, with the appearance 'of a super1attice. The appearance of n-composites within the CCM can be studied via the correlation operators Sn and S~1). As a first example we discuss here a study of the important n = 2 case which will incorporate generalized pairing within the many-fermion system.
We have chosen to work with the IInatura1 11 truncation scheme outlined in Section 3, and
hence here in the so-called SUB(2,2) approximation where we solve Eqs. (7) and (16) for S2 and S(1) in the approximation that S = 0 = 5(1) for n > 2. Furthermore, 2 • n n for infinite, homogeneous systems (as assumed here) Sl = 0 by momentum conservation; and S~1) is set to zero also. In this case, we work with plane waves as our s.p. basis and the excitation index 1 is now the (exactly conserved) momentum~. The remaining SUB(2,2) equations still contain an enormous amount of physics, as described for the g.s. for example in Ref. [2] . In particular they contain terms responsible for both Type I pairing (e.g.-,all of lowest-order Brueckner-Bethe-Go1d-stone theory is included) and Type II pairing (e.g., the random-phase approximation is included). Since we are primarily interested here in illustrating the power of the CCM in generating new phases itself from a given starting wavefunction It>, it seems sensible as a first step to restrict further attention to,say, Type I pairing only.
In that case we focus attention as a first step on the sub~approximation of retaining only those 'terms in the SUB2equation for S2 whicli generate the complete set of ladder diagrams for two-particle/two':hole scattering in the many-body medium --namely, the parti~le-particle (pp), hole-hol~(hh), and mixed pp-hh ladders. This _. Ieads to the so-called complete ladder (CLA~) equation, which is itself equivalent to the well-known Galitskii approximation for the two-body Green function in the t ime-. dependent perturbation theory approach. The analogous equation for the e.s.correlation
. operator S2(q)iS rather easily written down by exploiting the symmetry between the left-hand. sides of the g.s. and e.s. Eqs. (7) and (16) quasiparticles, above a lower critical density (for qiven total pair momentum); (ii;) unstable but bound resonant pairs that can exist above a comparable upper critical density at which the two previous real bound pairs have "dissolved"; and (iv),Cooper pairs. It i~clear that each of these states can then lead to a new condensed-pair phase in the appropriate"'density-range for which they exist. Types (i) and (ii) thus lead to a clustered phase --~., in this approximation, the low-density deuteron-matter phase of nuclear matter; whereas Type (ii;) lead to the (unstable) continuation of this phase into the density' regime where the fluid phase is still not energetically favoured however at this level of approximation. '.Finally, Type (tv) pairs clearly lead to a superfluid phase.
Having found such single bound pair states, the next step is clearly (i) to use the pair wavefunctions obtained, from solving for s~q),to build a new starting wavefunction 1<1>1) to model each new phase --i.e., to have non-zero overlap with the exact I¥), <<1>I~)~0; and (ii) to perform the g.s. CCM again with each new \<1>1). Finally, it is clearly also of interest to extend these CLAD c~lcul~tions to a full SUB(2,2) approximation, and hence to examine the interplay between the Type I composite pairs discussed here, and the so-far neglected Type II pairs which represent the simplest collective excitations. , Furthermore, one can imagine extending these calculations to higher orders, .to provide at least~qualitative description of the various possible composite clusters of three and four particles, and their associated macroscopic phases.
POSSIBLE INGREDIENTS OF A UNIVERSAL CCM
From our previous discussion of the CCM"we stress again the following features: (i) the many-body states generated depend crucially on the choice of model state 1<1».
(ii) The choice of leI» in particular determines whether a given exact state is generated by the g.s. or e.s. CCM. (f i i ) The "best" choice of 1<1» will depend on which phase of the system is being considered. ,(iv) For a given set of system parameters {A} we do not in advance know which phase is energetically favoured. Usually an implicit assumption is made in constructing 1<1» --e.g., using plane waves for a fluid phas~or a BCS wavefunction for a superfluid phase. (v) We would like the calculation on a given phase (or given symmetry imposed on \eI») to exhibit instability or some other internal signal of an impending phase transition. (vi) The violation of certain symmetries" by 1<1» can often be used to mock up higher order correlations, such that one may be able to work to a lower order of approximation with a "good" symmetry-violating \eI>I)
than for a symmetry-conserving 1<1». We 'will in general produce by the g.s. CCt4, only the g.s. of a given phase -corresponding to the symmetries or other properties of the particular starting wavefunction 1<1» that we are employing. The only way to produce the true g.s. is to calculate for all possible phases, and,to determine which has minimum energy for given system parameters {Al. But to do this requires a knowledge of all possible phases,
and hence a truly universal formalism would itself be capable of generating these. Our present belief is that two distinct but. related routes within the CCM to this goal are:
.• 1. To search for new starting wavefunct ions I¢>~e.g.~by:
• (a) exploiting the maximum ovepZap stability criterion previously discussed; • (b) seeking new ("abnonnal") solutions of the (generalized) HF equations (discussed previously in connection with the previous point)~which perhaps violate certain symmetries. Some work has been done in this . direction~13 but we believe that it is still relatively unexplored terrĩ tory; and
• (c) building into I~> parameters which when assigned non-zero values break certa·in .symmetries, and with such parameters able to be self-consistently determined within the formalism by .putting into effect some appropriate criterion •
• 2. For a given starting wavefunction I¢>• (a) and with given g.s.
(truncation scheme and) solution~to search in the e.s~CCM for de-excited states compatible with the g.s. input; and • (b) to invent new truncation schemes. It is our hope that travelling the various branches of the dual routes above will be sufficient for a universal CCM to be attainable. It is highly probable that Route 2(b) will have to be explored at some length before any real claims to universality can be made in practice. We believe however that further exploration of the easier Route 2(a) may well guide us here; as demonstrated in the previous Section.
To conclude on a different metaphor~we believe that the components of a universal coupled cluster machine have been identified, and that it remains only to assemble it! In any case it is our hope that further work along Route 2(a) along the lines indicated in the previous Section~will provide much infonnation of interest for condensed matter systems, particularly concerning the possibility of new clustered phases. 
